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People with shortsightedness or farsightedness have to wear something in order to balance their
eyesight. This something can be glasses or Contact lenses. Both have their set of advantages and
disadvantages. One has to choose the one that would suit him better rather than following the trend
blindly. It is not possible to decide, which one would suit a person or what would give more comfort
to the person. Hence, it is important that one try both for a certain period one after another. The
person can use the items, which are cheaply available in the market for testing purpose.

However, he must not compromise on the quality of the product even if it is for testing purpose only.
The main problem with glasses is that it weighs heavy and if you are not used to it, you may find it
difficult to carry it on your face. Moreover, it can leave a permanent mark on both sides of your
nose. However, you can be rest assured that it would not cause any irritation or swelling in the eyes.
This may deter you from using glasses. When on the other hand you wear contact lenses, no such
marks or weight issue would be there but irritation and swelling may occur.

Thus, you need to be very careful while choosing the contact lens. Even if you are going for an
affordable pair ensure that they are of good quality if not best. You cannot take chance with your
eyes at any cost. In case, you think that you would be more comfortable wearing glasses since you
cannot maintain contact lens due it its various maintenance rules then go for it. The only thing that
you need to do is to choose the lightweight ones among the several Prescription glasses that would
solve all your problems.
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For more information on a Contact lenses, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a Prescription glasses!
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